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This Stonebeam is triggered by an outstanding
little sketch-video that came my way today, put
together under auspices of FrontLineDoctors.org and a
group of artists known as Academy of Ideas. The title
is “A Killing of the Mind,” and the subtitle: “Mass
psychosis: How an entire population becomes mentally
ill.” It’s no secret to whom the psychosis applies today,
though the sketch lets you draw your own
conclusions.
https://bit.ly/37uw6Nz_Frontline_Doctors_Mass_Psychosis
The creators make a special point of the 20th century total-state communist and
fascist societies (and by implication the militarist-collectivist Allied states who used
the world wars to build the structure of the globalist New World Order). But it’s the
reference to the witchhunting hysteria in 16th and 17th century Europe (and in the
American Massachusetts colony) in the late 1600s that is such a perfect fit to what is
happening today.
What we’re seeing with the ‘covid’ op and the Great
Reset attempt is “The Great Snipe Hunt Followed by
the Great Witch Hunt”—manifestly the most
dangerous and comprehensive PRC-triggered assault
on reason and Independent consciousness in human
history. Comparisons to the devastation and deaths of
a WW3 are not exaggerated. One has only to watch
this recent suppressed video showing Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, creator of the life-saving Hydroxychloroquine Protocol (85-90% effective to prevent ‘covid’ hospitalization) in conference with Israeli health ministers.
https://bit.ly/3CBvS5r_Zelenko_Heroic_Statement
Dr. Zelenko doesn’t pull any punches: He calls the calls the ‘covid’ injections “poison-death shots” and says those who want to push them on children are “advocating
child sacrifice.” He cites the alternative or so-called early treatments, which are actually cures, for serious ‘covid’ symptoms and how they have been suppressed (because
they interfere with the genocidal objectives of the
mass ‘vax’ program(s)). He calls Israel a leader in this
crime against humanity. [Ironic.] His data sources
are impeccable, and a transcript of his video should
be mandatory for all public officials.
If you need another recent and credentialed
demolition of the legitimacy of the ‘covid’ so-called
vaccine, this one starts from a 2+2=4 foundation and
explains the current reality in term a child can understand. It takes the “18 Reasons I
Won’t Be Getting a Covid Injection” article from Christian Elliot and wraps an audiovisual bow around it. Please share with your friends:
https://bit.ly/3CApueX_No_Shot_Gary_Kohls
The latest government data is all anyone needs to
know re: the poison-death shots [there’s an insider
at CDC claiming that 45,000+ shot-deaths have been
concealed]. C-shot deaths extrapolate to three times
the deaths from all vaccines. The head of the CDC
says it leads to “‘covid’ of the ‘vaxxed.’” End of story.

